ATTRIBUTES
Product Attribute Value
Error

If no critical attributes exist, at least 5 or 30% of an item’s product attribute value fields (based on its UNSPSC and the IDW
Classification and Marketing Descriptor Model) must be populated

Resolution







Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B8 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, which will show any attributes that have
been populated. Then use the IDW CMD (formerly the Electrical Attribute Schema) to determine format, and populate
necessary number of attribute fields to meet requirement of 5 or 30% of item’s product attribute value field.
o You may also reach out to your DMS, who can assist with providing a template to help populate missing attributes.
Load corrected B8 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

Brand Name attribute must match the Brand/Label field (NEMA# 6.120)

Resolution




Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B8 and B1 (if necessary) Flat File(s) from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then populate
the B8 Brand Name Attribute and/or B1 Brand/Label fields, ensuring that they both match each other in name (spelling) and
case (upper or lower). They must be an exact match.
o Example: If B8 Attribute Brand = IDEA Electric and B1 Brand/Label = IDEA, then, assuming that the existing B1 (IDEA)
o




is correct, B8 Attribute Brand must be changed to IDEA.
Example: If B8 Attribute Brand = IDEA and B1 Brand = Idea, then a decision has to be made as to which one is
preferred/correct. Either the B8 Brand Name or B1 Brand/Label has to be changed so they match each other.

Load corrected B8 and/or B1 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

Must be populated (not blank) (Note: Can apply to any data group: BASIC DATA, PRICING, PACKAGING, DIGITAL MEDIA, ATTRIBUTES)

Resolution



Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
o For B1 unpopulated fields: Extract B1 from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then populate
o




the respective unpopulated fields meeting the excellence rules for the B1 critical fields.
For B2-B8 unpopulated fields, the B2-B8 Flat files can be used to populate the missing fields, or you can contact your
DMS who can assist with providing a template to help populate missing applicable fields.

Load corrected applicable B1-B8 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

